The Smart Hearing
solution for children
– A GUIDE FOR PROFESSIONALS

Because every
word matters
ReSound Up Smart™ is the only Smart Hearing™ aid for
children with mild to profound hearing loss. It delivers
superior access to speech and language at every stage
of a child’s development.
Thanks to ReSound’s two new wireless clip-on
microphones, the ReSound Micro Mic and ReSound
Multi Mic, your patients will benefit from enhanced
signal to noise ratio, bringing classrooms, playgrounds
and living rooms to life with sound that is consistently
clear and comfortable.
With Made for iPhone connectivity, your pediatric
patients can stream stereo sound directly from an
iPhone®, iPad® or iPod® touch and discover new ways
to learn, play and interact with the world around
them. And, with the ReSound Smart app, their parents
can help them with easy control of settings so their
hearing experience is as comfortable as possible no
matter where they are.
With ReSound Up Smart hearing aids, children and
teens can use one of the world’s smartest devices to
help them connect, communicate and play on equal
terms with their classmates friends, and families.

What is a
Smart Hearing aid?
Smart Hearing aids apply industry-leading technology to audiology,
connectivity, design and apps. Intuitive to use, they adapt to the life of the
modern hearing aid wearer instead of the other way around.

AUDIOLOGY
Audiology

Inspired by nature, our sound processing strategy delivers consistently clear,
comfortable sound to take full advantage of children’s natural ability to recognize
sounds and develop language.

CONNECTIVITY
Wireless

Direct connection to an iPhone, iPad or iPod touch, or any ReSound wireless
accessory, makes Smart Hearing aids work like wireless stereo headphones. It
gives the wearer access to a wide range of language learning tools – and social
opportunities.

DESIGN
Design

Discreet, robust and comfortable, ReSound Up Smart hearing aids include
important pediatric features, such as an approved battery-door lock. An LED light
allows parents to check the status of the hearing aids at a glance.

APPS

Apps

Our apps can help children (with the help of their parents) and teenagers to
control their hearing aids and wireless accessories, and personalize their hearing
experience.

Infants (0-1)

Children begin
communicating the
day they are born.
Infants with hearing
aids need audibility
and clarity for soft
sounds and comfort
for loud sounds. The
proximity of their heads
to car seats, crib mats,
and their caregivers’
arms, as well as their
fast-growing ear
canals, make effective
feedback suppression
increasingly important.

Toddlers (1-3)
pre-schoolers (3-5)

As they grow,
children experience
challenging listening
situations more often.
Research shows that
wireless technology
improves access to
speech, which in turn
improves listening
abilities, concentration,
comprehension and
vocabulary building.

School age (5-12)

Teens (13+)

Because school-age
children are often in
noisy situations, noise
reduction strategies
become even more
important. Research
shows that children
require more favorable
signal-to-noise ratio for
understanding speech
than young adults do.

As children reach their
teens, they experience
more complex social
situations. At the
same time, they
feel a stronger need
for acceptance and
approval. Audiological
features for greater
speech understanding,
along with all the
benefits of Smart
Hearing, can help
them join in and feel
accepted.

Because their hearing
is still developing
SURROUND SOUND BY RESOUND
ReSound Up Smart hearing aids feature Surround Sound by ReSound, our unique digital processing
strategy. Using advanced algorithms that emulate the human ear, we take full advantage of the
brain’s natural ability to recognize sounds and sense where they are coming from.

SUPERIOR SOUND QUALITY
ReSound Up Smart delivers consistently clear and comfortable sound even at high output levels.
This is essential for language acquisition, listening skills, and social participation that will last a
lifetime.

KEEP UP WITH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT
You can activate more advanced algorithms for reducing noise and enhancing directionality when
you decide the time is right for each individual child. Their hearing aids will keep up with their
language development and continue to provide them with constant speech audibility at safe,
comfortable levels.

FEATURE

Audiology

Key features of
ReSound Up Smart
ADVANTAGE

BENEFIT

The adaptive filter accurately identifies and
cancels feedback. At the same time, the
built-in Whistle Control predicts feedback
and optimizes amplification in dynamic
situations.

Wearers enjoy extra comfort, better
audibility and all the subtle nuances of
rich sound, even in the most challenging
situations. The Music Mode setting gives
them a clearer, richer, distortion-free listening
experience.

High-frequency sounds that are not
audible due to high-frequency losses or
cochlear dead regions are moved down in
the frequency spectrum. A proportional
relationship between input and output
frequencies is maintained to minimize
distortion.

Sound Shaper improves the audibility of
speech cues that would otherwise have
been lost, while maintaining the best sound
quality possible.

A unique spectral subtraction technology
reduces unwanted noise without degrading
the speech signal.

Noise Tracker II improves your pediatric
patients’ comfort in noisy listening
situations without compromising speech
understanding.

DFS Ultra II

Design

Sound Shaper

Connectivity

Noise Tracker II

Binaural Directionality
The hearing aids work together dynamically
to select the best directional response for
any listening environment.

Apps

This provides your pediatric patients with
the best speech understanding in noise plus
a more natural sense of their surroundings –
even in the most difficult listening situations.

Binaural Environmental Optimizer II
The hearing aids work together to analyze
and classify the listening environment,
then automatically adjust gain and noise
reduction settings.

Your pediatric patients can enjoy optimal
audibility and listening comfort even when
moving through rapidly changing sound
environments.

WindGuard uses dual microphones to
recognize wind, then reduce wind noise from
the signal while preserving the audibility of
other sounds.

Your pediatric patients will experience less
wind noise when they are outdoors, with
minimal impact on the audibility of other
sounds in the environment.

WindGuard
Technical
specifications

Because high SNR
improves the listening
experience from the
first fit
The new ReSound Micro Mic and ReSound Multi Mic deliver high signalto-noise ratio (SNR). This introduces children to speech, which is crucial for
language acquisition from an early age.

Actual size

ReSound Micro Mic
Extremely easy to use, the Micro Mic pairs to any ReSound
wireless hearing aid in seconds. Parents can clip the Micro Mic
to their clothing and talk to their child even in background
noise. With a range of over 80 feet in clear line of sight, the
Micro Mic is ideal for use in the classroom, or in environments
with unfavorable acoustics.

Actual size

ReSound Multi Mic
With the same 80-foot range in clear line of sight, the Multi
Mic can do everything the Micro Mic can. Teachers can clip it
on and launch into their lesson, confident of being heard. And
when it’s time for group work, the Multi Mic doubles as a table
microphone so your young patients can hear what everyone
around it has to say. It connects with loop and FM systems.*
And your patients can plug any device with an audio output
into the Multi Mic’s mini-jack input and get sound streamed to
their hearing aids.
* FM/DM receiver required

Audiology
Design
Connectivity

Place it on the table and hear what
everyone in the group has to say.

RESOUND MULTI MIC

Apps

Connect to an FM system
and hear every word.

Robust clip rotates a full
360˚ for optimal voice
pick-up.

Switch between wireless, mini-jack
input, FM, and loop systems
at the push of a button.

Technical
specifications

Plug into any mobile
device, PC, or TV and
turn hearing aids into
wireless headphones.

More ways to
more words
STREAM SOUND FROM AN iPHONE
With Made for iPhone hearing aids, children with hearing loss experience new ways
to play, learn and interact that support language acquisition. ReSound Up Smart is the
only hearing aid for children and young people that connects directly to an iPhone, iPad or
iPod touch for direct stereo streaming of music, audiobooks, or any kind of video or audio call.
And with new educational apps being released all the time, children have access to a growing
range of powerful learning tools that will help them develop their language skills and achieve
their academic potential.

STREAM VIRTUALLY ANY SOUND
ReSound wireless accessories enable your young patients to stream from virtually any sound
source. The ReSound Micro Mic and Multi Mic deliver unsurpassed signal-to-noise ratio to bring
classrooms, playgrounds and living-rooms to life with rich, natural sound.
At home, the ReSound TV Streamer 2 helps your young patients talk and watch TV with their
family at a volume that’s comfortable for everyone. As they grow older and more independent,
they can use the ReSound Phone Clip+ paired to any Bluetooth-enabled phone to stream
crystal-clear calls, music, videos and games directly to their hearing aids.

Because the perfect fit
is the perfect start
With a combination of ReSound Aventa fitting software and Airlink 2 you have a convenient
and comfortable way of carrying out a best-practice pediatric fitting.

AIRLINK 2
Your fitting is completely wireless from start to finish with Airlink 2. So your young patients
are free to move around during the fitting.

RESOUND AVENTA
ReSound Aventa fitting software has a dedicated pediatric fitting mode to support best
fitting practices using either DSL5 or NAL-NL2 pediatric prescriptions. You can import RECD
values measured in any integrated computer-based real-ear system from NOAH. And you
can choose between real-ear or coupler-based measurements to verify an accurate match
to targets.
Default settings for three age groups are based on current research on appropriate feature
activation for children. You can also choose to tailor settings to each child’s needs – or your
own preferences.

–
–
–
–

WITH RESOUND SMART HEARING AIDS, YOUR
PATIENT GETS ACCESS TO:

Audiology

Easy overview
An iPhone, iPad or iPod touch
A Phone Clip+
Any combination of three streaming accessories
A Remote Control 2

PHONE AND APP OPTIONS
Phone

Smart Hearing aids

iPHONE (iOS7 OR LATER)

OLDER iPHONE OR OTHER ANDROID* PHONES
OTHER BLUETOOTH-ENABLED PHONES

Made for iPhone

Phone Clip+

App use

ReSound Smart

ReSound Control

Phone call

Phone Clip+

Phone Clip+

App use

ReSound Smart

ReSound Control

Phone call

Phone Clip+

Phone Clip+

App use

ReSound Control

ReSound Control

Phone call

Phone Clip+

Phone Clip+

Design

ANDROID PHONES (SELECTED MODELS)*

Wireless hearing aids

Phone call

App use

NOTE: Other combinations are also possible
* See resound.com/compatibility for list of phone models compatible with ReSound Smart app

Works with
Android
TM

VOLUME AND PROGRAM FUNCTIONS
Volume adjustments
Hearing aid program selection
Streamer selection
Balance hearing aid volume vs. streaming volume
Hearing aid mute
OTHER FUNCTIONS
Phone operation
Program/streamer name customization by user
Bass/treble adjustment
Display
Create favorite programs with or without geo-tags
Find your lost hearing aid

ReSound Smart

ReSound Control*

Phone Clip+

Remote Control 2

Mono-/binaural
Direct select
Direct select

Mono-/binaural
Direct select
Direct select

Binaural
Toggle (1-2-3-1…)

Mono-/binaural
Toggle (1-2-3-1…)
Toggle (1-2-3-1…)

STREAMING OPTIONS

Apps

* ReSound Phone Clip+ is needed to use the ReSound Control app

Connectivity

CONTROL OPTIONS

Works with
Android
TM

Phone Clip+

Multi Mic

Micro Mic

TV Streamer 2*

Rechargeable – portable

Rechargeable – portable

Rechargeable – portable

Wall plug-in A/C
adapter – stationary
Stereo

STREAMER FUNCTIONALITY
Power source

Stereo (A2DP)

Mono

Mono

Directional microphone

Directional/Omnidirectional

Directional microphone

Telecoil
Line-in
FM compatibility (FM receiver required)
* The first generation TV Streamer is not compatible with ReSound Up Smart

Technical
specifications

Audio quality
Voice pickup

The ReSound
Up Smart
Hook system
in several sizes for
convenient fitting
on any ear

LED indicator
shows the status of
hearing aid functionality
and battery life

Slim,
attractive
design

iSolate nanotech coating

in a wide range
of colors

inside and out protects every
component from water, dust
and cerumen.

Battery-door lock
is twice as strong as
regulations require

ACCESSORIES TO HOLD
RESOUND UP SMART IN PLACE
STICK AND GO retention strips prevent
babies and young children from losing
their hearing aids.
CLIP AND GO holder makes sure hearing
aids won’t fall out of the stroller.

LED PATTERNS AND WHAT THEY MEAN
LED indicators enable parents to check the status of their
child’s ReSound Up Smart hearing aids at a glance.

STARTUP
SIGNAL

Normal start
Flight mode
Program 1

OLDER CHILDREN
BEND AND GO retention device is
available for older children.

Program 2

CHANGE
PROGRAM

Program 3
Program 4
FM/Streaming

CHANGE
VOLUME
BATTERY
STATUS

Volume up/down
Volume limit
Low battery

Audiology

Because kids forget
they’re wearing them
ReSound Up Smart hearing aids include important child safety features such as an
approved battery-door lock and an LED light so parents can check the status of the
hearing aid and its battery at a glance.
These hearing aids are durable and robust enough to stand up to the everyday
rough and tumble of even the most energetic child. Discreet and comfortable, they
sit safely behind the ear. And easy-to-attach retention devices ensure they stay in
place during a typical day of exploration, learning and play – making sure your young
patients benefit from Smart Hearing all day every day.

Design

Available in a range of attractive colors, all styles except the Mini BTE include Made
for iPhone functionality and ear-to-ear communication.

COLOR LINE-UP

Connectivity

Light
Blonde

Dark
Brown

Monza
Red

Pearl
White

Ocean
Blue

Pink

Sterling
Gray

Baby
Blue

Anthracite

Gloss
Black

Apps

Silver

Medium
Blonde

FM RECEIVERS

FM receiver

DAI and
programming
connector

A DAI (Direct Audio Input) and Programming Connector
accommodate wired inputs and plug-in wireless receivers.

Technical
specifications

Our range of discreet, integrated FM receivers are fully
compatible with all in-school regular FM/DM systems. It’s
also possible to connect to an external universal FM or digital
receiver.

Because discreet control is
reassuring for parents – and cool
for teenagers
The ReSound Smart app gives parents discreet control over their children’s hearing aids. They can help
them out by changing programs, or by controlling the sound levels of ReSound streaming accessories, such
as the Multi Mic or TV Streamer 2. And, most reassuring of all, they can track down misplaced hearing aids
with the “Finder” function.
Older schoolchildren and teenagers can dig into some of the more
advanced, intuitive functions to personalize their hearing experience. They
can adjust volume, bass and treble, and even save and geo-tag their favorite
settings for school and home, and have them activate automatically when
they arrive in each place.
Please go to resound.com/smartapp to see the full list of phones that are
compatible with the ReSound Smart app.

Because basic
control is a good start
The ReSound Control app pairs to any Bluetooth-enabled phone
using the Phone Clip+. Parents can use the Control app to change
the program of their children’s ReSound Up Smart hearing aids,
and activate ReSound streaming accessories such as the Micro
Mic and TV Streamer 2.

Works with
Android
TM

Audiology

Design

Connectivity

Apps

Technical
specifications

Technology levels
ReSound Up
Smart 9

ReSound Up
Smart 7

ReSound Up
Smart 5

ReSound Up
9

ReSound Up
7

17

17

9

17

17

Gain handles

9

9

9

9

7

Fully flexible programs

4

4

4

4

3

ReSound SmartRange chip
ReSound Range II chip
Surround Sound by ReSound
Model
WARP compression - number of bands
Environmental Classifier
Sound Shaper
Low frequency boost *only for 98 model
Clean
NoiseTracker II
Personalized Noise Reduction
WindGuard
Expansion
Balance
Binaural Directionality
Directional Mix Processor
- Adjustable directional mix
Natural Directionality II
Synchronized SoftSwitching
SoftSwitching
AutoScope Adaptive Directionality
MultiScope Adaptive Directionality
Adaptive Directionality
Binaural Environmental Optimizer II
Environmental Optimizer
Stabilize
DFS Ultra II
- Music Mode
Auto DFS
Convenience Features
Synchronized Push Button
Synchronized Volume Control
SmartStart
PhoneNow
Comfort Phone
iSolate nanotech
Fitting Features

Synchronized Acceptance Manager
Onboard Analyzer II
Amplification strategy (WDRC/Semi-linear/Linear) *only for 98 model
In Situ Audiometry
Wireless Connectivity
2.4 GHz Wireless Technology
2.4 GHz Ear-to-ear Communication
Direct audio streaming (Made for iPhone)*
Wireless fitting with Airlink
ReSound TV Streamer 2, Remote Control 2,
Phone Clip+, Micro Mic, Multi Mic
ReSound Control app (Phone Clip+ required)
ReSound Smart app

Direct audio streaming (Made for iPhone) is not available in ReSound Up BTE 67

Ultimate

Advanced

Standard

Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)
Frequency (Hz)

Frequency (Hz)

UpS98 and UPS98M fitting range

Open
Closed

dB HL

dB HL

UPS988-DLW
UPS788-DLW
UPS588M-DLW

dB
dB
HLHL

UPS998-DLW
UPS798-DLW
UPS598M-DLW

Audiology

Technical specifications

Open
Closed

UPS88-DLW High Gain/Power

UPS88-DLW Power

UPS98M-DLW

UPS88M-DLW Power

UPS588M-DLW High
Gain/Power

IEC 60118-7
2cc coupler

IEC 60118-7
2cc coupler

IEC 60118-7
2cc coupler

Full-on gain (50 dB SPL input)

Max.
1600 Hz/HFA

83
69

67
62

72
68

dB

Maximum output (90 dB SPL input)

Max.
1600 Hz/HFA

141
131

131
128

131
128

dB
SPL

100-5860
1.3 / 3.3

100-6170
1.1 / 1.2

100-4960
1.1 / 1.1

Hz
mA

Frequency range (DIN 45605)
Current Drain (Quiescent / Operating)

Design

UPS98-DLW

Connectivity

Frequency (Hz)

Open
Closed

dB HL

UPS977-DLW
UPS777-DLW
UPS577M-DLW

dB HL

UP967-DW
UP767-DW

Frequency (Hz)

Open
Closed

UP67-DW

UPS77/UPS77M

UPS77/UPS77M

Open

Closed

Open

Closed

2cc coupler

2cc coupler

2cc coupler

2cc coupler

Apps

UP67-DW

Full-on gain (50 dB SPL input)

Max.
1600 Hz/HFA

51
46

55
49

51
46

59
52

dB

Maximum output (90 dB SPL input)

Max.
1600 Hz/HFA

117
112

122
117

122
118

128
123

dB
SPL

100-7040
1.1/1.2

100-7110
1.1 / 1.2

100-6770
1.2

100-6850
1.2

Hz
mA

Frequency range (DIN 45605/ANSI)
Current drain

Technical
specifications

People with hearing loss are at the heart of everything we do. Our award-winning
ReSound Smart Hearing aids help people feel more involved, connected and in control. In
an ever-smarter world, we think big and challenge the norm so that we can transform lives
through the power of sound. Available exclusively through audiologists and hearing care
professionals.
ReSound® is part of The GN Group - pioneering great sound from world-leading ReSound
hearing aids to Jabra office headsets and sports headphones. Founded in 1869, employing
over 5,000 people, and listed on NSDAQ OMX Copenhagen, GN makes life sound better.
resoundpro.com/support/upsmart

resoundpro.com/support/upsmart
facebook.com/resoundhearing

twitter.com/resoundus

youtube.com/user/resoundus

linkedin.com/user/resoundus

Manufacturer according to FDA:
ReSound
North America
8001 East Bloomington Freeway
Bloomington, MN 55420
1.800.248.4327
resound.com
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